The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility and sensitivity of using individual volume-based 3D gamma indices for composite dose-volume histogram (DVH)-based intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) quality assurance (QA). Composite IMRT QA for 15 cervical cancer patients was performed with ArcCHECK. The percentage dosimetric errors (%DEs) of DVH metrics when comparing treatment planning system and QA-reconstructed dose distribution, percentage gamma passing rates (%GPs) with different criteria for individual volumes and global gamma indices were evaluated, as well as their correlations. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were applied in order to study the sensitivities of the global and individual volume gamma indices. Most %DEs of the DVH metrics were within 3%. The γ PTV and γ rectum were <80% at 2%/2 mm; apart from these two individual volume indices, all other individual volume gamma indices and global indices had acceptable %GPs. For the criteria of 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm, individual volume-based %GPs and global %GPs were correlated in 11, 1 and 12 out of 24 %DE metrics, and in 5, 4 and 5 out of 24 %DE metrics, respectively. Individual volume-based %GPs had a higher percentage of correlation with DVH metrics (%DEs) compared with global %GPs in composite IMRT QA. The areas under the curve (AUCs) of individual volume %GPs were higher than those of global %GPs. In conclusion, individual volume-based %GPs had a higher correlation with %DEs of metrics and a higher sensitivity presented by ROC analysis compared with global %GPs for composite IMRT QA. Thus, use of individual volume-based 3D gamma indices was found to be feasible and sensitive for composite IMRT QA.
INTRODUCTION
Due to its dose-painting ability, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) has become a routinely employed radiotherapy technique in the management of many cancers. The inverse-planning feature and high degree of modulation in IMRT plans, which result in complex dose distributions with sharp gradients, necessitate patient-specific quality assurance (QA) for each treatment plan. Conventional IMRT QA is usually performed by comparing a measured and calculated per-beam fluence distribution on a phantom with simple geometry [1] . A gamma index that combines percentage dose difference and distance to agreement (DTA) is applied to compare the measured and calculated dose in the phantom. A 2D gamma passing rate is then calculated for assessment of the QA result [2] .
However, to date few published studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between gamma passing rates and clinically relevant dose differences for per-beam IMRT QA. Instead, recent experimental studies have revealed limited sensitivity of gamma analysis to patient dose deviation under various IMRT errors [3, 4] . In fact, a recent study demonstrated that per-beam planar gamma passing rates do not predict clinical impact on the patient in terms of changes in the dose-volume histogram (DVH) values for the clinical target volume (CTV) and organs at risk (OARs), which calls into question the feasibility of gamma passing rate-based IMRT QA [5] . As a result, new approaches based on 3D dose reconstruction and DVH metrics have recently been developed and tested [6] [7] [8] .
The advantage of DVH metrics-based dose verification is that it provides greater insight into the dose delivered to a patient's specific organs, enabling a treatment plan to be accepted or rejected based on clinically relevant dose differences. However, DVH-based IMRT QA increases the clinical workload and introduces inefficiencies into busy clinics, because physicists have to evaluate the differences between (i) the planned patient dose and DVH and (ii) the QA system-reconstructed patient dose and DVH, rather than using a single gamma index. Evaluation of these critical DVH indicators can become numerous and complex (compared with when using a simple passing-rate metric). It can also be impractical in some extreme cases, as a physician might decide to review the patient dose and DVHs twice-once upon completion of the treatment planning and again after the pre-treatment dose QA.
However, studies have demonstrated that the 3D global gamma passing rate for the whole dose grid is weakly correlated with errors in the DVH-based metrics for pretreatment IMRT [6, 9] . The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility and sensitivity of using the individual volume-based 3D gamma passing rate for composite IMRT QA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and treatment planning
Fifteen consecutive patients with cervical cancer who had undergone 7-field IMRT after hysterectomy were enrolled in this study. Detailed target delineation and treatment planning had been reported [10] . Briefly, the CTV was contoured according to the consensus guideline of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 0418 and its atlas on the RTOG website, which comprises a central vaginal CTV and a regional nodal CTV [11] . The former included the proximal vagina and paravaginal tissues and the latter consisted of the common iliac, external and internal iliac, and presacral lymph nodes. The planning target volume (PTV) was generated by using 7 mm uniform expansion of the CTV. OARs were contoured on the full bladder scan using the RTOG guideline and including bladder, bowel cavity, rectum, femoral heads, and other normal tissues. All plans were generated by a senior dosimetrist. Seven equally spaced coplanar fields were used for the IMRT plans. The gantry angles were as follows: 0, 51, 102, 153, 204, 255 and 306.
The prescription dose was 45 Gy for the PTV at 1.8 Gy per fraction. The planning goal for IMRT was to obtain 95% of the prescribed dose over 98% of the PTV and not to exceed 110% maximum dose. For the OARs (rectum, bladder and small bowel), the dose received by 2% of the tissue volume (D 2 ) was limited to 45 Gy. The complementary constraints of V 40 (Gy) were <40% for the rectum, <50% for the bladder, <25% for the small bowel and <5% for the femoral heads. The IMRT plans were generated with a treatment planning system (TPS) (Monaco 5. A 3D dose deposition on the patients' CT dataset was reconstructed without measurement using a CCC/S algorithm based on the commissioned fluence model and the dose engine to provide an independent dose verification for TPS calculation [12] . The delivered 3D dose distribution in the phantom was reconstructed with the planned dose perturbation (PDP) algorithm and compared with the dose distribution in TPS [13] . Relative %GPs for individual target and OAR volumes, defined as individual volume-based gamma indices (e.g. γ PTV , γ bladder , etc.) were calculated with three different acceptance criteria: 4%/4 mm, 3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm, respectively, with a 10% lower dose threshold (TH). Global %GPs, defined as the gamma passing rates for the whole patient during QA analysis were also calculated with three different acceptance criteria: 4%/4 mm, 3%/3 mm and 2%/ 2 mm, respectively, with a 10% lower dose TH.
DVH-based metrics dose evaluation and 3D gamma analysis
Correlation and sensitivity analysis
Statistical correlations between 3D %GPs of individual volumes and %DEs, as well as correlations between global %GPs and %DEs were investigated using Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) with SPSS FN) , and the specificity of this study is the true negative rate. In particular, we considered all those structures 'FN' that had DVH metrics errors of >3% among those patients with %GP > 95%. We considered all the cases 'TP' that had DVH metrics errors of >3% and %GP < 95%. From the FN and TP rates, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated to investigate the ability of individual volume %GPs and global %GPs to accurately identify a plan with dose errors >3%. Table 1 shows the dosimetric comparison and %DEs of different DVH metrics between TPS-and 3DVH-reconstructed dose distributions. Most %DEs of the DVH metrics were within 3%. However, relatively higher dose differences were observed for the percentage volumes of certain isodose lines, such as V 95 of the PTV and CTV, V 45 of the bladder, V 45 of the rectum, V 30 of the left and right femoral heads, and V 40 of the small bowel. Relatively higher dose differences were also seen for D 2 of the PTV and D 3 of the right femoral head. Table 2 shows the %GPs of global gamma indices and individual volume-based gamma indices with criteria of 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm for cervical cancer patients who had undergone IMRT. Global %GPs were all acceptable for ArcCHECK QA. γ PTV and γ rectum were <80% at 2%/2 mm; apart from these two individual volume indices, all other individual volume gamma indices had acceptable %GPs. Table 3 shows the Pearson correlations and P values for global and individual volume-based gamma indices, with %DEs of DVH metrics. For criteria of 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm, individual volume %GPs were correlated with 11, 11 and 12 out of 24 % DE metrics, and global %GPs were correlated with 5, 4 and 5 out of 24 %DE metrics, respectively. Figure 1 presents the ROC curves comparing individual volume %GPs with global %GPs for 3%/ 3 mm criteria with respect to some DVH metrics for cervical cancer patients. The areas under the curve (AUCs) of individual volume % GPs were higher than those of global %GPs.
RESULTS
DISCUSSION
In this work, individual volume %GPs and global %GPs, as well as their correlations with %DEs of DVH metrics between TPS-and QA-reconstructed dose were investigated for composite IMRT QA. Individual volume %GPs had a higher correlation with %DEs of DVH metrics compared with global %GPs for composite cervical cancer IMRT QA. ROC analysis also demonstrated that individual volume %GPs were more sensitive than those of global %GPs for IMRT patients.
Although both spatial information and dose differences for a 2D or 3D volume were included in the gamma index, we lacked dose difference information regarding patients' specific structures, which made it difficult to extrapolate %GPs to clinical implications [14] . Reconstructed 3D DVH metrics-based analysis provided important information, such as the dose deviations, the pass rates and the locations of the dose deviations in the patients' target volumes and organs, as well as identification of the error origins [15, 16] . Table 1 indicated that most %DEs of the DVH metrics for composite IMRT QA were within 3%. However, in areas with a sharp dose gradient and in metrics with small volumes, relative high dose differences were observed, such as percentage volume of certain isodose lines and point dose (D 2 ). These large %DEs might have resulted from insufficient spatial resolution of our measurement devices. This is consistent with previous dose difference analysis for IMRT and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) QA in nasopharyngeal cancer, esophageal cancer and prostate cancer patients [12, 17, 18] .
In pretreatment IMRT QA, a 3% dose difference and 3 mm DTA criteria is most commonly used by physicists with a proposed %GP of 90% for per-beam planar analysis and 88-90% for composite IMRT QA [19] . However, there is still no generally accepted criteria for the 3D gamma index in composite IMRT QA based on reconstructed 3D dose distribution [20] . Additional gamma pass criteria of 2%/2 mm (stricter), 4%/4 mm (less strict) were applied in this study for better evaluation. Both global and individual volumebased %GPs with different acceptance criteria are presented in Table 2 for correlation analysis. Currently, in addition to the ArcCHECK and 3DVH system used in this study [18] , several other QA methods are also available for 3D dose reconstruction for DVH metrics based on IMRT QA, such as LINAC on-board detectors [21] , diode array [7] , EPID panels [22] and LINAC control system log files [23] . However, pre-treatment IMRT dosimetric evaluation with 3D gamma indices has demonstrated that there is a lack of correlation between 3D %GPs and %DEs [12] . Consistent with this, our results here also indicated that global 3D %GPs were correlated with %DEs, weakly. As shown in Table 3 , the global % GPs were correlated with 5, 4 and 5 out of 24 %DE metrics for % GP criteria of 2%/2 mm, 3%/3 mm and 4%/4 mm, respectively. Note: r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which measures the linear correlation between two variables; P is the significance of this correlation.
In this study, a higher percentage of correlation between individual volume %GPs and metrics %DEs was observed compared with global % GPs. This demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing direct prediction of the patient DVH and individual volume %GPs, rather than global %GPs, for pretreatment composite IMRT QA. Similarly, Wu et al. also concluded that it was feasible to use γ PTV and γ 10% as 3D γ analysis quantities for IMRT and VMAT QA based on EPID dose back-projection [20] . Individual volume gamma indices were better predictors compared with global gamma indices for two-arc VMAT of nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients, as shown by the ROC analysis [10] . The radiobiological gamma index had also been demonstrated to indicate correlation between gamma passing rates and clinical dose distribution [24] .
One limitation of utilizing the gamma index is that it does not provide information about the anatomical location of where the failure occurs, or at which dose level it failed. DVH metrics-based QA combined with a local gamma passing rate, the individual volumebased %GP calculated specifically for each ROI, provides a method for incorporating anatomical location into the gamma passing rate. One of the limitations of this study is that we were not able to determine which individual DVH metrics was the most sensitive index for composite IMRT QA. A more comprehensive review of the QA results beyond gamma analysis should be done, such as an additional representative point dose check, an isodose overlay check in three planes, DVH and dose statistics checks for all PTVs and critical structures.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the feasibility and sensitivity of using individual volumebased 3D gamma indices for composite IMRT QA were investigated 1.200 (a) and compared with those for using global gamma indices (in terms of %GPs) for cervical cancer patients who had undergone IMRT. Individual volume %GPs had a higher correlation with %DEs of DVH metrics and a higher sensitivity indicated by ROC analysis compared with global %GPs for composite IMRT QA.
